
YA RYA Romanceomance
“There are all kinds of love in this world

but never the same love twice.”

― F. Scott Fitzgerald

Eleanor & Park
by Rainbow Rowell

This novel follows the year-
long, star-crossed romance
between two 1980s high
school misfits whose
intelligence tells them that first
loves almost never last but
whose feelings prevent them
from remaining as practical.

Aristotle and Dante
discover the secrets
of the universe
by Benjamin Alire Sáenz

Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza
is an angry loner with a
brother in prison, but when he
meets Dante and they become
friends, Ari starts to ask
questions about himself, his
parents, and his family that he
has never asked before.

Everything,
Everything
by Nicola Yoon

A girl confined to her house by
rare and profound allergies
falls hopelessly in love with her
new neighbor, in a story told
through vignettes, diary
entries, texts, charts, lists and
illustrations.

Springfield City Library
220 State Street
Springfield, Massachusetts 01103
413-263-6828
www.springfieldlibrary.org/library/
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Every Day
by David Levithan

Waking up in the body of a
different person every day
and struggling to pass
through each experience
without raising alarm, "A"
endures a lonely existence
before falling in love with a girl
named Rhiannon, with whom
he endeavors to reunite.

Street Love
by Walter Dean Myers

Told in free verse and set
against a background of
street gangs and poverty in
Harlem, this powerful novel
follows seventeen-year-old
African American Damien as
he takes a bold step to
ensure that he and his new
love, Junice, will be together-
-forever.

All the bright places
by Jennifer Niven

Meeting on the ledge of their
school's bell tower, misfit
Theodore Finch and suicidal
Violet Markey find acceptance
and healing that are
overshadowed by Finch's fears
about Violet's growing social
world.

The Game of Love and
Death
by Martha Brockenbrough

Growing up a few blocks away
from each other in 1920s
Seattle, African-American teen
Flora and white boy Henry
forge a deep bond over their
shared love of jazz music,
unaware that their taboo
relationship is being
manipulated by eternal
adversaries, Love and Death.
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